Art's
It's Happening!
Art Auction to Benefit The Carnegie
Hosts and Hostesses

Ron Bottes
Michael and Clair Breitw
Rebecca H. Brandes
Thomas and Nancy Brinker
Ernest Bilson
Frank Colaguri
Nancy and Mark Chadwick
Mary Elen and Tom Cody
Nancy and Bob Cooper
Mountain Donnelly and Hugh Rossmoyle
Molly DiBary
Thomas B. Dietz
Jane and John Domaschko
Marc and Alison Extantamp
Gail Forberg
Mary Fritchland
Nancy Gay
Christine Gerber
Kevin Gniadzurian
Terry and Nancy Grier
Kathy Haim and Thomas Hemmer
Tanaka Hattaway and Matt Kalliaczyk
John L. Harrison and Heidi A. Asey
David C. Harnett
Kathleen Gorman Hughes
Billy Inabnitt

Mark and Renee Jeffreys
Ron Johnson
Ken and Mary Lucas
Dr. and Mrs. Maurice Mann
Barnie Mooman
Don Mueller
Kathy and Charlie Norton
Annette Phillips-Canel
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pyle
Peter Quinlan and Mark Bore
Edward Resquest
George and Ellen Revesch
A.J. and Erin Schaefffer
Susan Schuster
Tom Schiff
Deni Tato and Tom Sapiens
Jeff Thomas
Sally and Sandy Thomson
Dr. Arno Varughese and Nelson Less
Jody Yalt
Gayle Wacksman
Priscilla S. Walker
Ginger and David Werner
Mary Jo Will
John and Francie Williams
Emily Volbert-Helen

Honorary Chair

Carl Shway

Event Chair
Billy Inabnitt

Nancy Cooper
Jane Domaschko
Mary DiBary
Kathy Haim
Francie Williams

Saturday, October 7
7:00 pm - midnight
The Carnegie Galleries

Special Thanks to the Following Sponsors

Frederic H. Mayerson
Greenbaum, Doll & McDonald
Schiff, Kreidler-Shelf
Howard and Mary Torn
Christine and Charlie Schiff
Jennifer Goodman
Hansag Jewellers
Jeff Thomas Catering
National City
Lexus RiverCenter
Beacon Printing

open bar and hors d'oeuvres
valet parking provided

"Oh, just dress up!" - Billy Inabnitt
Donating Artists

Barbara Ahlbrand
ArtStap
O’Leary Bacon
Boum Pottery
Anthony Becker
Joy Bolofin
Terry L. Bond, Jr.
Jackie Broden
Halene Clin
Liza Huel Conner
Judy Dominic
Patrick Dougherty
Keith Fawzy
April Fester
Bruce Frank
Richard Frith
Gary Gaffney
Said Ghan
Robert C. Gilner, Jr.
Eugenie L. Goggin
Robert Gromand
Paula Gould
Rhonda Guelsee
Kimberly Hensell
Ellen Hiltz
Barbara Houghton
Jancy Jaslow
Bian Jolner
Scott Kelley
Kevin T. Kelly
Tent Kurn
Eunhun Khang
Matt Kollarzczak
Ponn Lowery
Daniel Luck
Carol MacConnell
Sandy Monteufle's
Jeffrey Maurer
Eleen Mckenery
Denny Mears
Martin Meerseman
Heather Mingo
Bonnie Mitchell
Vetna J. Morris
Alan Naim
Susan Naylor
Paula Norton
Jan Parizio
Susan Schuler
Bill Seitz
Anne Straus
Brenda Tarbell
Barbara Terry Pottery
Dana A. Tindall
Karen Prophet Tindall
Fran Watson
Tino Westerkamp
M.P. Wiggins
Sarah Willsch
David Walker
Allen Wynn
Sighan Zahder
And More...

Other Donations Include

Signed Rosenthal Vase by Designer Bjorn Winblad
Signed Rookwood Vase circa 1948 by artist Jens Jensen
Work by Erte

Thomas Balbo Paper Collage
Iranian Rug
Chidaw Painting